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ABSTRACT
Memory architecture provides capabilities for high performance content search. The architecture creates an innovative memory that can be programmed with content search rules which are used by the memory to evaluate presented content for matching with the programmed rules. When the content being searched matches any of the rules programmed in the Programmable Intelligent Search Memory (PRISM) action (s) associated with the matched rule(s) are taken. Content search rules comprise of regular expressions which are converted to finite state automata and then programmed in PRISM for evaluating content with the search rules. The PRISM memory provides features for complex regular expression symbols like range detection, complement control, bit masking and the like and enables complex symbols and compact regular expression representation.
Fig. 4 Range Detect for an FSA state in PRISM
Fig. 8 Tagged Match Detect Block Bit in PRISM
Fig. 9 A Regular Expression and Complex Symbols

Regular Expression: (a*bc?d) | (efg)+

Complex Symbol 1: [a-z]+
Complex Symbol 2: [0-9]+
Complex Symbol 3: [^abc]
Complex Symbol 4: /[abc]/
Complex Symbol 5: [^\]
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] This invention relates generally to memory technology and in particular to a new high performance intelligent content search memory.

[0004] Many modern applications depend on fast information search and retrieval. With the advent of the world-wide-web and the phenomenal growth in its usage, content search has become a critical capability. A large number of servers get deployed in web search applications due to the performance limitations of the state of the art microprocessors for regular expression driven search.

[0005] There have been significant research and development resources devoted to the topic of searching of lexical information or patterns in strings. Regular expressions have been used extensively since the mid 1950s to describe the patterns in strings for content search, lexical analysis, information retrieval systems and the like. Regular expressions were first studied by S. C. Kleene in mid-1950s to describe the events of nervous activity. It is well understood in the industry that regular expression (RE) can also be represented using finite state automata (FSA). Non-deterministic FSA (NFA) and deterministic FSA (DFA) are two types of FBA that have been used extensively over the history of computing. Rabin and Scott were the first to show the equivalence of DFA and NFA as far as their ability to recognize languages in 1959. In general a significant body of research exists on regular expressions. Theory of regular expressions can be found in “Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages and Computation” by Hopcroft and Ullman and a significant discussion of the cases can also be found in book “Compilers: Principles, Techniques and Tools” by Aho, Sethi and Ullman.

[0006] Regular expressions (RE) can be used to represent the content search strings for a variety of applications. A set of regular expressions can then form a rule set for searching for a specific application and can be applied to any document, file, message, packet or stream of data for examination of the same. Regular expressions are used in describing anti-spam rules, anti-virus rules, intrusion detection and intrusion prevention rules, anti-spyware rules, anti-phishing rules, extrusion detection rules, digital rights management rules, legal compliance rules, worm detection rules, instant message inspection rules, VOIP security rules, XML document security and search constructs, genetics, proteomics, XML based protocols like XMPP, web search, database search, bioinformatics, signature recognition, speech recognition, web indexing and the like. These expressions get converted into NFAs or DFAs for evaluation on a general purpose processor. However, significant performance and storage limitations arise for each type of the representation. For example an N character regular expression can take up to the order of 2^N memory for the states of a DFA, while the same for an NFA is in the order of N. On the other hand the performance for the DFA evaluation for an M byte input data stream is in the order of M memory accesses and the order of (N*M) processor cycles for the NFA representation on modern microprocessors.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] I describe complex symbol evaluation circuits for a high performance Programmable Intelligent Search Memory™ for searching content with regular expressions as well as other pattern searches. The high performance programmable intelligent content search memory using regular expression based searches can have uses wherever any type of content needs to be searched for example in networking, storage, security, web search applications, XML processing, bioinformatics, signature recognition, genetics, proteomics, speech recognition, database search, enterprise search and the like. The programmable intelligent search memory of my
Invention may be embodied as independent PRISM memory integrated circuits working with or may also be embodied within microprocessors, multi-core processors, network processors, TCP Offload Engines, network packet classification engines, protocol processors, regular expression processors, content search processors, network search engines, content addressable memories, mainframe computers, grid computers, servers, workstations, personal computers, laptops, notebook computers, PDAs, handheld devices, cellular phones, wired or wireless networked devices, switches, routers, gateways, unified threat management devices, firewalls, VPNs, intrusion detection and prevention systems, intrusion detection systems, compliance management systems, wearable computers, data warehouses, storage area network devices, storage systems, data vaults, chipsets and the like or their derivatives or any combination thereof.

[0008] PRISM is a new class of memory technology that implements regular expression (RE) based content search with a large number of parallel FSA evaluations. The regular expression rules are converted into a data structure that can be loaded or programmed in to PRISM, where a RE may be programmed in a FSA block. The PRISM FSA circuits receive incoming packets or data and compare each incoming character or symbol with the rules stored or programmed in PRISM, performing a large number of simultaneous evaluations. Most symbol evaluations are comparison operators for basic regular expressions. However, popular programming languages with regular expressions use more advanced and compact notations to represent the rules. For example there may be a rule that looks for only alphabets in the input packet stream and may be denoted by a class or range of characters like [a-z]+ which means the rule should match any series of lower case alphabets. In such a rule, each character to be looked at is not explicitly specified but is implied in the range of characters. The same rule may be expressed as [a|b|c|d|e]. . . [z]+ or as independent per character rules though the specification [a-z]+ is more compact. It is advantageous to have complex rules like it to be evaluated easily in PRISM instead of expanding such rules to multiple rules using more resources. Regular expressions may also use complement rules to detect any matching string that exclude a certain symbol for example [abc], block 904, matches any character except characters a, b, or c. A convenient way of representing complemented rules is required in PRISM. Many regular expression rules also indicate that the case of the alphabet may be ignored for example /abc/, block 905, which finds strings abc, Abc, Abc, and the like by matching searched data with characters in upper-case or lower-case.

[0009] I describe complex symbol evaluation circuits for PRISM to handle complex regular expression constructs like those described above.

[0010] I describe programmable intelligent search memory in this invention for complex symbol based search. I also show search memory architecture for performing a large number of regular expression searches at high line rates. I also show how my search memory architecture can be configured to behave like content addressable memory which can be very advantageous in applications that require a combination of searches that may be done using CAMs and deep packet content searches requiring regular expression search. I describe a content search memory which performs content search using regular expressions represented as left-biased or right-biased NFAs. My invention also provides capabilities to support tagged NFA implementations. My invention also shows how content search memory can be used to provide application acceleration through search application programmer interface and the search memory of this invention. For clarity, as used in this patent the terms “programmable intelligent search memory”, “search memory”, “content search memory”, or “PRISM memory” are used interchangeably and have the same meaning unless specifically noted. Further for clarity, as used in this patent the term “memory” when used independently is used to refer to random access memory or RAM or Dynamic RAM (DRAM) or DDR or QDR or RLDRAM or RDRAM or FCRAM or Static RAM (SRAM) or read only memory (ROM) or FLASH or cache memory or the like or any future derivatives of such memories.

[0011] The regular expressions may optionally be tagged to detect sub-ordinary matching aside the full regular expression match. The regular expressions are converted into equivalent FSAs that may optionally be NFAs and may optionally be converted into tagged NFAs. The PRISM memory also optionally provides ternary content addressable memory functionality. So fixed string searches may optionally be programmed into the PRISM memory of my invention. PRISM memory of this invention enables a very efficient and compact realization of intelligent content search using FSA to meet the needs of current and emerging content search applications. Unlike a regular expression processor based approach, the PRISM memory can support tens of thousands to over hundred thousand content search rules defined as regular expressions as well as patterns of strings of characters.

[0012] The PRISM memory performs simultaneous search of regular expressions and other patterns (also referred to as “rules” or “regular expression rules” or “pattern search rules” or “patterns” or “regular expressions” in this patent) against the content being examined. The content may be presented to the search memory by a companion processor or PRISM controller or content stream logic or a master processor or the like which may be on the same integrated circuit chip as the PRISM memory or may be on a separate device. The content to be searched may be streaming content or network packets or data from a master processor or data from a disk or a file or reside in on-chip memory or off-chip memory or buffers or the like from which a controller may present it to the search memory arrays for examination. The content search memory arrays may initially be configured with the regular expression rules converted into NFAs or tagged NFAs and optionally other pattern search rules. PRISM memory may optionally comprise of configuration control logic which may be distributed or central or a combination thereof. The configuration control logic may optionally address PRISM memory cells to read and/or write FSA rules or other patterns to be searched. Once the PRISM memory is setup with all the related information about the NFAs and other rules, the content to be examined can be presented to the PRISM memory. PRISM memory provides capabilities to update rules or program new rules or additional rules, in line with the content examination within a few clock cycles unlike the current regular expression processors which require the content examination to stop for long periods of time until large tables of composite DFAs are updated in an external or internal memory. Typically the content is presented as a stream of characters or symbols which get examined against the rules in the PRISM memory simultaneously and whenever a rule is matched the PRISM memory array provides that indication as a rule match signal which is interpreted by the control logic of the PRISM and action associated with such rule match may be triggered or
taken or a combination thereof. There may be multiple rule matches simultaneously in which case a priority encoder which may also be programmable is used to select one or more matches as the winner(s). The priority encoder may then provide a tag or an address or an action or a combination that may have already been programmed in the priority encoder which may be used to look-up related data from associated on-chip or off-chip memory that may optionally determine the next set of actions that may need to be taken on the content being examined. For example, in case of a security application if a set of regular expressions are defined and programmed for spam detection, then if one or more of these rules when matched can have action(s) associated with them that the message or content may need to be quarantined for future examination by a user or it can have an action that says the content should be dropped or enable a group of regular expressions in the PRISM memory to be applied to the content or the like depending on the specific application. The PRISM memory architecture comprises of means or circuits or the like for programming and reprogramming of the FSA rules and optionally CAM signatures and masks. It further comprises of means or circuits or the like to stream the content to be searched to the PRISM memory arrays. It may further comprise of priority encoder which may optionally be programmable. The PRISM memory may optionally comprise of random access memory (on-chip or off-chip) which is used to store actions associated with specific rule matches. The PRISM memory may optionally comprise of database extension ports which may be optionally used when the number of rules is larger than those that may fit in a single integrated circuit chip. The PRISM memory may optionally comprise of clusters of PRISM memory cells that enable a group of FSA rules to be programmed per cluster. The PRISM clusters may optionally comprise of memory for fast storage and retrieval of FSA states for examination of content that belongs to different streams or contexts or flows or sessions or the like as described below referred to as context memory. For clarity, context memory or global context memory or local context memory or cluster context memory, all comprise of memory like random access memory or RAM or Dynamic RAM (DRAM) or DDR or QDR or RLDRAM or RDRAM or FCRAM or Static RAM (SRAM) or read only memory (ROM) or FLASH or cache memory or the like or any future derivatives of such memories as discussed above. The PRISM memory may optionally comprise of global context memory beside local cluster context memory for storage and retrieval of FSA states of different contexts and enable supporting a large number of contexts. The cluster context memory may optionally cache a certain number of active contexts while the other contexts may be stored in the global context memory. There may optionally be off-chip context memory as well, which can be used to store and retrieve FSA states for much larger number of contexts. The PRISM memory may optionally comprise of cache or context control logic (also referred as “context controller”) that manages the cluster, global or external context memory or cache or a combination thereof. The cache or context control logic may optionally be distributed per cluster or may be central for the PRISM memory or any combination thereof. The PRISM controller or the content stream logic that streams the content to be searched may be provided with an indication of the context of the content being searched or it may detect the context of the content or a combination thereof, and may optionally direct the context memory and associated control logic i.e. the context controller to get the appropriate context ready. Once the context memory has the required context available an indication may be provided to PRISM configuration control logic that it may program or load the context states in the PRISM memory. The PRISM configuration control logic (also referred as “configuration controller” in this patent) may optionally first save the current context loaded in the set of active FSA blocks before loading the new context. The configuration controller(s) and the context controller(s) may thus optionally store and retrieve appropriate contexts of the FSAs and start searching the content against the programmed rules with appropriate context states of the FSAs restored. Thus PRISM memory may optionally dynamically reconfigure itself at run-time based on the context of the content or the type of the application or the like or a combination thereof enabling run-time adaptable PRISM memory architecture. The contexts as referred to in this patent may, as examples without limitation, be related to specific streams, or documents, or network connections or message streams or sessions or the like. The PRISM memory may process content from multiple contexts arriving in data groups or packets or the like. For content search in applications where the content belonging to one context may arrive interspersed with content from other contexts, it may be important to maintain the state of the content searched for a context up to the time when content from a different context gets searched by PRISM memory. The context memory or cache with the associated controllers as described in this patent enable handling of multiple contexts.

[0013] For clarification, the description in this patent application uses term NFA to describe the NFAs and optionally, when tagging is used in regular expressions, to describe tagged NFA unless tagged NFA is specifically indicated. All NFAs may optionally be tagged to form tagged NFAs, hence the description is not to be used as a limiter to apply only to tagged NFAs. The descriptions of this patent are applicable for non-tagged NFAs as well and tagging is an optional function which may or may not be implemented or used, and thus non-tagged NFAs are covered by the teachings of this patent as will be appreciated by one skilled in the art. At various places in this patent application the term content search memory, content search memory, search memory and the like are used interchangeably for programmable intelligent search memory or PRISM memory. These usages are meant to indicate the content search memory or PRISM memory of this invention without limitation.

[0014] In many content search applications like security, there is a need to constantly update the rules or the signatures being used to detect malicious traffic. In such applications it is critical that a solution be adaptable to keep up with the constantly evolving nature of the security threat. In an always connected type of usage models, it is extremely important to have the latest security threat mitigation rules updated in the security system on a frequent basis. When a composite DFA type architecture is used, compiling and releasing any new security rules or policy can consume a large amount of time, where the updates may not be timely to avoid the impact of the security threat. In such environments the release of new rule base may take up to 8 to 24 hours, which is quite delayed response to constantly evolving threat. In the architecture of this invention, that issue is addressed since the release of new rules is a matter of converting those rules into NFAs and updating or programming only these very small set of rules into the content search memory. Thus the response to new threats can be near immediate unlike the huge delays which
occur from integration of the new rules in the composite rule base and converting those into composite DFAs.

[0015] Typically the rules are symbol or character based rules with ability to mask certain bits in a character or symbol. The FSA rules in PRISM, examine each incoming character or symbol with those stored in the FSA block to decide the traversal of the state automaton. There may be 'n' character or symbol comparisons done simultaneously per incoming character or symbol for an n-state FSA. The FSA traverses the states based on the programmed regular expression (RE) and the input stream. Regular expressions typically comprise of single character states, however, more complex rules utilize rules that specify a range of characters as one symbol. For example a rule may evaluate incoming character stream to detect a series of decimal numbers. A RE like [0[1234 . . 19]+ may be used to denote such a rule, which states that the rule should accept one or more (denoted by '*' operator of the RE) occurrences of any of the decimal digits (symbol '1' denotes an OR condition which is also referred to as alternation in places in this patent). Such a rule when converted to PRISM without support for complex symbols may occupy 10 states, one for each decimal digit, along with additional states for other conditions that this rule may be part of. However, it is possible to represent the same RE using a more compact notation like [0-9]+, block 903, which uses a range notation to describe all decimal digits. It would be advantageous to treat such a notation as a single symbol in PRISM, instead of expanding it into multiple symbols enumerating each digit, which in turn would allow more complex rules to be programmed in a single FSA block.

[0016] I describe complex symbol evaluation circuits for PRISM to handle complex regular expression constructs.

[0017] This patent also describes a content inspection architecture that may be used for detecting intrusions, extrusions and confidential information disclosure (accidental or malicious or intended), regulatory compliance search using hardware for regulations like HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, Graham-Leach-Bliley act, California security bills, security bills of various states and/or countries and the like, deep packet inspection, detecting spam, detecting viruses, detecting worms, detecting spyware, detecting digital rights management information, instant message inspection, URL matching, application detection, detection of malicious content, and other content, policy based access control as well as other policy processing, content based switching, load balancing, virtualization or other application layer content inspection for application level protocol analysis and processing for web applications based on HTTP, XML and the like and applying specific rules which may enable anti-spam, anti-virus, other security capabilities like anti-spyware, anti-phishing and the like capabilities. The content inspection memory may be used for detecting and enforcing digital rights management rules for the content. The content inspection memory may also be used for URL matching, string searches, content based load balancing, sensitive information search like credit card numbers or social security numbers or health information or the like.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] FIG. 1 illustrates a FSA Rule Block in PRISM
[0019] FIG. 2 illustrates Symbol with optional Mask bit in PRISM
[0020] FIG. 3 illustrates Range Detection Bit in PRISM
[0021] FIG. 4 illustrates Range Detect for an FSA state in PRISM
[0022] FIG. 5 illustrates Complement logic for an FSA state in PRISM
[0023] FIG. 6 illustrates Partial State Bit in PRISM
[0024] FIG. 7a illustrates State Control Block in PRISM
[0025] FIG. 7b illustrates Local Init Detect Circuit in PRISM
[0026] FIG. 7c illustrates State Control Block Bit in PRISM
[0027] FIG. 8 illustrates Tagged Match Detect Block Bit in PRISM
[0028] FIG. 9 illustrates A Regular Expression and Complex Symbols
[0029] FIG. 10 illustrates a Programmable Intelligent Search Memory (PRISM) Block Diagram

DESCRIPTION

[0030] I describe complex symbol evaluation for a high performance Programmable intelligent Search Memory for searching content with regular expressions as well as other pattern searches. The regular expressions may optionally be tagged to detect sub expression matches beside the full regular expression match. The regular expressions are converted into equivalent FSAs that may optionally be NFAs and may optionally be converted into tagged NFAs. The PRISM memory also optionally supports ternary content addressable memory functionality. So fixed string searches may optionally be programmed into the PRISM memory of my invention. PRISM memory of this invention enables a very efficient and compact realization of regular expression based intelligent content search using FSA to meet the needs of current and emerging content search applications. Unlike a regular expression processor based approach, the PRISM memory can support tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of content search rules defined as regular expressions as well as patterns of strings of characters. The PRISM memory performs simultaneous search of regular expressions and other patterns. The content search memory can perform high speed content search at line rates from below 1 Gbps to 10 Gbps and higher, when the best of class server microprocessor can only perform the same tasks at well below 100 Mbps. The content search memory can be used not only to perform layer 2 through layer 4 searches that may be used for classification and security applications, it can also be used to perform deep packet inspection and layer 4 through layer 7 content analysis.

[0031] Following are some of the embodiments, without limitations, that can implement PRISM memory:

[0032] The PRISM memory may be embodied inside network interface cards of servers, workstations, client PCs, notebook computers, handheld devices, switches, routers and other networked devices. The servers may be web servers, remote access servers, file servers, departmental servers, storage servers, network attached storage servers, database servers, blade servers, clustering servers, application servers, content/media servers, VOIP servers and systems, grid computers/servers, and the like. The PRISM memory may also be used inside a chipset of one of the end systems like a server or a workstation or a client computer or a handheld device or the like or network core systems like a switch or router or appliance or the like. The PRISM memory may also be used as a co-processing search engine to a CPU.

[0033] The PRISM memory may also be embodied on dedicated content search acceleration cards that may be used
inside various systems described in this patent. Alternatively, PRISM memory may also be embodied as a content search memory. Inside a variety of hardware and/or integrated circuits like ASSPs, ASICs, FPGA, microprocessors, multi-core processors, network processors, TCP Offload Engines, network packet classification engines, protocol processors, regular expression processors, content search processors, mainframe computers, grid computers, servers, workstations, personal computers, laptops, handheld devices, cellular phones, wired or wireless networked devices, switches, routers, gateways, XML accelerators, VOIP servers, Speech recognition systems, bio informatics systems, genetic and proteomics search systems, web search engines, etc.

0036 Ability to perform content search has become a critical capability in the networked world. As the network line rates go up to 1 Gbps, 10 Gbps and higher, it is important to be able to perform deep packet inspection for many applications at line rate. Several security issues, like viruses, worms, confidential information leak and the like, can be detected and prevented from causing damage if the network traffic can be inspected at high line rates. In general, content search rules can be represented using regular expressions. Regular expression rules can be represented and computed using FSAs. NFAs and DFAs are the two types of FSAs that are used for evaluation of regular expressions. For high line rate applications a composite DFA can be used, where each character of the input stream can be processed per cycle of memory access. However, this does have a limit on how fast the search can be performed dictated by the memory access speed. Another limiter of such approach is the amount of memory required to search even a modest number of regular expression rules. NFAs also have their limitations to achieve high performance on general purpose processors due to their non-deterministic nature. In general, today’s best of class microprocessors can only achieve less than 100 Mbps performance using NFAs or DFAs for a small number of regular expressions. Hence, there is a clear need to create targeted content search acceleration hardware to raise the performance of the search to the line rates of 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps. This invention shows such a high performance content search hardware that can be targeted for high line rates.

0037 As described earlier, regular expression can be represented using FSA like NFA or DFA. Regular expressions, block 901, may typically be expressed as a string of characters which may have additional operators like kleene closure (*), alternation (|), concatenation (.), anchoring (^), $ grouping and the like. For example a rule may comprise of a string like (a|b|c|d|e|f|g|)+, block 901, which matches any string that may have zero or more occurrences (*) of character a, followed by character b, followed by zero or one occurrence of character c, followed by character d or (|) any strings that have one or more occurrence (+) of a sequence of characters efg. Such a regular expression would be converted to an NFA implementation for evaluation in PRISM where each symbol, in this case character, gets associated with a state and the other operators determine the state transition and a combination of the foregoing. However many times regular expression rules are created to represent a range of choices for example a rule like [a-z]+, block 902, would represent strings of one or more characters of the lower case alphabets ‘a’ through ‘z’. PRISM architecture needs to support constructs like these in a compact way to not use up 26-states for such a rule and instead be able to use a single state and treat [a-z] as a single symbol for the regular expression evaluation. Similarly, many content search applications need regular expression rules searching for alphabets in the content by ignoring the case of the alphabets. PRISM comprises construct to support such rules. Further, there are applications that need to have regular expressions that search for content excluding certain characters. For example, multiple spaces in an HTML document is treated as a single space for display, hence a web crawler may have a regular expression like [^\s]+, block 906, which matches strings that do not include one or more blank spaces. PRISM comprises circuits to enable such searches as well. I describe circuits that enable such complex symbols in PRISM.

0038 PRISM comprises one or more programmable FSA, where one or more Regular expressions are each con-
verted into a linear NFA(s) by marking and then constructing a corresponding FSA where each state corresponds to each marked symbol of the regular expression and then the markings are removed. The PRISM memory provides a runtime adaptable architecture and in a PRISM FSA all incoming or outgoing transitions to or from a state are based on the same symbol. PRISM enables realization of any arbitrary FSA with n-states where ‘n’ is a number of states per NFA block or extended NFA blocks or a combination thereof, where a state may be entered from any of the other states based on a n-bit State Dependent Vector (SDV), current state of the FSA represented by an n-state current state vector (CSV) and the received symbol based on received symbol vector (RSV). PRISM memory allows various elements of the FSA blocks, like the state symbols, SDV, CSV, RSV and the like to be programmable memory vectors as discussed below.

A typical usage scenario of PRISM may optionally comprise of multiple phases, where initially each FSA rule block in PRISM, may be setup with all the state symbols of the FSA. Then appropriate symbol mask vectors may be setup to enable or disable evaluation of specific input symbol bit with the stored FSA symbol bit associated with the symbol mask vector. Then state dependent vectors for each of the states may then be stored. Then each accept state vectors as well as optional tag state vectors may be setup as well. Even though the foregoing description with a specific order of setting up of the PRISM memory contents, it will be appreciated by one with ordinary skill in the art that a different order or method or a combination may be used to setup each PRISM FSA to be able to evaluate the content against those rules. Once all the FSA rules of interest have been setup in PRISM, would the evaluation of the actual content start. Each programmable element like a SDV, Symbol, Accept Vector or the like of the PRISM FSA may occupy one memory address each in the PRISM memory space. The PRISM memory may be a contiguous space or may optionally be multiple memory spaces each for a specific type of element, or a combination thereof. For instance all the symbols may be mapped in one contiguous memory space, where as all the mask vectors may occupy another contiguous memory space and the like alternatively all programmable elements of an FSA occupy one contiguous memory space or a combination. The PRISM compiler or another software agent or driver or a combination may be aware of the specific memory organization and enable setting up of the appropriate FSA memory elements. All such variations of not only element organization of PRISM are anticipated and covered by this patent application. Once all FSA rules have been setup with appropriate rules, PRISM controller, not illustrated, would present content to be analyzed to the PRISM FSA rule blocks. When any of the FSA rules detect a match, the match is asserted and a priority encoder or a controller or a combination, processes match indication even when multiple simultaneous matches are asserted and prioritizes them for further processing. When a match is indicated, an appropriate action which may optionally be programmed as well, may be taken for example stop processing the content further, or enable a new FSA rule for evaluation or drop the packet or flag the packet or content or the like or a combination thereof.

FIG. 1 illustrates a FSA Rule block in PRISM. FSA of PRISM are optionally tagged. For clarity, FSA rule block, PRISM FSA rule block, PRISM FSA rule memory block, rule block, rule memory block, are used interchangeably in this application. Further, NFA rule block or PRISM NFA rule block or NFA rule memory block, are also used interchangeably and mean a PRISM FSA rule block where the FSA type is an NFA in this patent. The discussion below is with respect to tagged NFA, though it is also applicable for non-tagged NFAs or other FSA types where the tagging elements, described below, are not used or not present. This figure illustrates a state block 1, 101, which comprises of a state symbol memory, block 118, optionally comprises of a symbol evaluation circuit, block 119, optionally comprises of a symbol mask memory block (not illustrated in this figure explicitly), optionally comprises of a memory block to store state dependent vector, block 120, and may optionally comprise a partial circuit to evaluate a transition into a state, block 122. The figure illustrates other state blocks, 102 and 103, that represent state blocks 2 through n, where ‘n’ is the number of states of the NFA or FSA programmed in this PRISM FSA rule block. These blocks are illustrated without detail unlike state block 1. The primary difference between the blocks is that each state block uses only its own state bit from the current state vector (CSV) comprised of current state values for all NFA or FSA states, generates a different bit of received symbol vector (RSV) and different partial state transition signals like line 127. For instance state block 2, generates RSB2 by evaluating the received character with the symbol programmed in its symbol memory block, like block 118. The state blocks are organized in a vertical slice like, block 125, where each state block holds portion of the logic necessary to form the final state. In this illustration the state Q1, 126, is generated by processing the outputs from each state blocks’ 1st slice. The state dependent vector (SDV) bits held in each state block are for transition control in to the specific state from all other states of this NFA or FSA. The NFA illustrated in this figure represents a left-biased construction of the regular expression derived finite state automaton, however it is possible to use the same circuit structure for a right-biased construction, where the SDV vector bits and the RSV vector bits positioning is in different slices and state blocks respectively. The indices Vxy, block 120, indicate the state dependent vector bit that enables or disables transition from state X to state Y where each X and Y may have a range from 1 through n, where n is the number of states of the FSA. Thus the SDV of a state indicates the controls for enabling transitions from any state to itself. The initialization vector (IV) block, 105, comprises of initialization/start state vector memory bits. The state control block, 104, comprises of logic gates, like 124, which logically NANDs the partial state output, like 127, from the state blocks 1 through state block n. The state control block, 104, further comprises of the initial logic blocks, like 105, and the state memory blocks, like 126. The PRISM FSA Rule block also comprises of tagged match detect block, 113, which may optionally comprise of tagging elements for supporting tagged NFAs. The tagged match detect block comprises of Accept vector memory blocks, like 110, which comprise of accept vector memory bits and may optionally comprise of tag memory bits. The tagged match detect block further comprises of accept detect blocks, like 111, which comprise of accept state detection and may optionally comprise of tagged state or state transition detection circuits. The state memory blocks, like 126, may be controlled be clock or enable or a combination signal to step the FSA rule block through its states as new input characters or symbols are evaluated. The input characters or symbols may be presented to the PRISM FSA rule block in an m-bit wide vector arriving on signals labeled cln, through cln.
Thus PRISM memory may be used to evaluate one 8-bit character from the input stream at a time if \( m = 8 \), but may optionally be able to process multiple characters at a time as well to improve the content search performance for example if \( m = 16 \), two input 8-bit character bytes are evaluated per FSA rule block evaluation step. The clocked enable signals may provide more control over simple clock by enabling when the FSA should be evaluated. For instance upon finding a match, an FSA controller (not illustrated) of PRISM, may be programmed to hold further evaluation of any symbols for this FSA until the match information is processed. The PRISM FSA rule block may optionally generate multiple output signals that can be used to indicate the progress of the FSA. The PRISM FSA rule block outputs comprise of a Rule Match signal, \( R_{\text{Match}} \), which indicates when the regular expression rule programmed in the PRISM FSA rule block has matched with characters of the input stream. The Rule Match signal may optionally be coupled to a local or global priority encoder and optional evaluation processor of PRISM, which may optionally decide on next steps to be taken optionally based on user programmed actions and/or policies. The priority encoder and evaluation processors may optionally comprise of counters that may be triggered upon specific match rules. The counters may be used for several purposes like statistical events monitoring, match location detection in the input stream and the like. The priority encoders may also decide the highest priority winner if multiple matches are triggered from multiple FSA blocks of PRISM and then the output may optionally be used to find appropriate action associated with the matched regular expression rule. The PRISM FSA rule block output may optionally comprise of Tag Match signal(s) that may be used by the priority encoders and evaluation processors to detect partial regular expression matches. The number of tag match signals per PRISM FSA rule block may depend on the number of sub-expressions that are allowed to be detected in given FSA. The FSA rule block is organized as a series of memory locations that each hold a portion of the FSA rule evaluation information using memory circuits like the SDV memory. Symbols memory, Mask vectors memory, initialization or start state vector memory, accept state vector memory, optionally tag state flags or vector memory, the FSA states memory or current state vector memory and the like. The FSA rule block comprises of FSA evaluation circuits interspersed amongst the memory blocks storing the FSA programmable information like the SDV, start state, accept state, symbols and the like. The FSA rule blocks evaluate multiple symbols against input stream for matches to step the FSA. Each symbol evaluation block, like Block 119, may optionally output an indication of a pattern comparison between the input character and the programmed symbol. These output signals, like Block 114, 115, 116, can be treated as local content addressable memory match signals. The PRISM memory may optionally support logic that enables generating merged CAM match signals from multiple FSA rule blocks organized in PRISM memory clusters, which may in turn be laid out in rows and columns of PRISM FSA block rules, to support larger width pattern matches. Thus the PRISM memory can be used as content addressable memory when enabled to process the CAM match signals. The PRISM memory can be optionally configured such that portions of the memory support CAM functionality while other portions may support FSA functionality or the entire PRISM memory may optionally be configured to behave like FSA memory or CAM memory. The CAM memories typically support functionality to detect 4 byte patterns, 16 byte patterns or even larger patterns. PRISM memory may optionally provide configuration mechanisms to support similar large pattern evaluation by chaining multiple FSA rule blocks’ CAM match signals using appropriate logic to generate composite CAM match signals for desired pattern width.

[0041] PRISM memory may comprise of left-biased NFAs, right-biased NFAs or or left-biased FSA or right-biased FSA or a combination of them or may be comprised as selectable left-biased or right-biased NFAs. PRISM FSA rule block memory elements like the symbol memory or the mask vector memory or the FSA state memory or the like as described above may be realized optionally using a typical six transistor configuration for one memory bit and these single memory bits are coupled together in groups of certain width like 8-bits or 16-bits or the like to occupy one memory location or address. All variations of the above are within the scope of this invention, as may be appreciated by one with ordinary skill in the art.

[0042] FIG. 2 illustrates a symbol with optional mask bit in PRISM. This figure illustrates the BL (bit line), CL (content bit line) and ML (mask bit lines) sharing the same signal, line 202, however they may each be separate, in which case the connectivity will be different to the appropriate elements of the symbol and the optional mask bit described below as may be appreciated by those with ordinary skill in the art. As described above, PRISM compiler or driver may program PRISM memory in phases. Once all appropriate FSA rule blocks have been programmed, the content search is typically intimated. Hence, a shared signal for symbol bits, mask bits and content bits is usable. However, as discussed above multiple memory ports with independent bit lines, mask lines or content lines or a combination is feasible and covered by the teachings of this patent. PRISM FSA rule is comprised of multiple symbols, where each symbol may be comprised of multiple bits, like the one illustrated in FIG. 2. The symbol bit illustrates a realization using static memory architecture for the memory bits. The transistors, 210, 225, 226, 227, 228, and 229 form a typical six transistor static memory cell which are coupled to the bit line, 202, using the line 206, and the complement of the bit line, 205, by the line 224. The transistors, 225 and 227, may optionally comprise of p-channel metal oxide semiconductor (PMOS) field effect transistor (FET) device in a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process technology, while the transistors, 210, 226, 228, and 229, may optionally comprise of the n-channel metal oxide semiconductor (NMOS) field effect transistor (FET) devices. These six transistors coupled together as illustrated in the FIG. 8A form a static memory cell. Memory cells comprised of other transistor devices in other process technologies like SiGe, Bipolar or the like providing similar functionality as those in this patent are all within the scope and spirit of the teachings of this patent as may be appreciated by those with ordinary skill in the art. The transistors 225, 226, 227 and 228 are setup as back to back inverters which are written to from the BL, 202, and BLn, 205, coupled to transistors 210 and 229 respectively, when the word line WL, 201 is selected which activates the devices 210 and 229 and when the BL and BLn are driven by bit line drivers, not illustrated, with the logic value and its complement to be stored in the memory cell. This memory cell stores a symbol bit. If a logic value ‘1’ needs to be stored, the BL is driven by ‘1’ and BLn by ‘0’. If the WL is active then the logic value gets stored in
the symbol memory bit. When the symbol memory bit needs to be read the BL and BLn may not be driven actively other than pre-charging. The sense amplifiers, not illustrated, attached to the bit lines, BL and BLn, may then detect the differential in the voltage swing on BL and BLn to read the symbol memory bit value. Multiple symbol bits like the one illustrated in FIG. 2 together form a symbol for a state. The symbols may comprise of n-bits, where n is any non-zero positive integer. In one embodiment the number of symbol bits per symbol may be 8, while in another embodiment there may be 16 bits per symbol. The transistors, 212, 214, 215, 216, 217 and 218 form a typical six transistor memory cell as above, where the transistors 214 and 216 may optionally be of PMOS type, while the others may optionally be of NMOS type, which is accessed by selecting mask word line, MWL1, signal 203. This memory location is used to store an optional symbol mask bit. The number of mask bits in a mask may optionally be the same as the number of symbol bits in a symbol. The symbol mask bit when set enables the symbol evaluation and disables the evaluation when the mask bit is disabled. Reverse setup is also feasible, except the connectivity between the symbol memory cell and the memory mask cell would need to be changed appropriately as can be appreciated by those with ordinary skill in the art. The device pairs 208, 209 and 221, 222 are coupled to the symbol bit, mask bit, and content line (CL) and form an XOR functionality by coupling with the RSx/CAM Match x pre-charged signal 204. This signal 204, is shared between adjoining symbol bit blocks of a PRISM FSA rule block. This signal is pulled low, if any of the bit pairs of the content presented during content evaluation on the bit lines and the symbol stored in the symbol memory do not match, when the appropriate mask bit is set. The signal stays high only if all the bits of the symbol match all content bits. The mask bit is coupled to devices 208 and 209 by the signal 213. When the mask bit is set, device 215, is turned-on which enables the path from devices 208 and 209, when the content value on CL, 202, coupled to device 209, is ‘1’ and when the content bit value, signal 223, is ‘0’, a value of ‘1’ is coupled to 208 by signal 211 which enables the path from the RSx/CAM Match x, signal 204, to ground, GND. This causes the match signal 204 to be pulled-down or low indicating a mismatch. Similarly the transistors 221 and 222, provide the complement function as the devices 209 and 208, forming a XOR function on the RSx/CAM Match x signal, signal 204. Thus, the match signal, 204, stays high or active only when all the bits of the symbol and the content input match respectively. The mask bit vector associated with a symbol may be used to provide complex symbols for PRISM. For example, there may be a regular expression to search a pattern of string like ‘abc’ by ignoring the case of the alphabets so that any content like ‘aBc’ or ‘Abc’ or ‘ABC’ or the like that is found in the content being evaluated matches the programmed rule ‘abc’ in PRISM. For such a regular expression mask bits associated with a symbol of interest may be used. The ASCII representation of lower case alphabets and the upper case alphabets differ only in one bit, e.g. 0x41 and 0x61 represent lower case and upper case versions of alphabet A. By masking the 7th bit of an input character, one can detect an alphabet irrespective of its case. Hence for the rule to ignore the case for a string ‘ube’, one can set the seventh mask bit for each of the symbols to active low state and thus cause the seventh bit to be ignored from comparison with the input symbol there by creating an ignore case for the regular expression and enable a case-insensitive complex symbol in PRISM. Though the symbol evaluation illustrated is a compare operation, other operations like range detect, illustrated below or other ALU operations may be implemented with appropriate circuits added without digressing from the teachings of this application as may be appreciated by those with ordinary skill in the art.

[0043] FIG. 3 illustrates range detection bit in PRISM. As discussed above, there are complex regular expressions that may use a range to indicate a range of symbols, for example range [a-z] is used to indicate any lower case alphabet. A complex symbol evaluation circuit that can implement an entire range in PRISM is advantageous because without such a facility, a rule with a range above would need to be expanded to cover 26 symbols with alternation between them. Thus many valuable PRISM resources would get used up for a single complex symbol. However, it is not obvious how such a capability may be provided in PRISM. The FIG. 3 illustrates a single bit of a range detect circuit in PRISM, which coupled with similar circuits for all bits of the complex range symbol and coupled to the Range Detect circuit for FSA rule block in PRISM illustrated in FIG. 4 forms a complex symbol for range detect and its evaluation circuit. A symbol range is typically comprised of a minimum value, a maximum value or a combination. Hence, to detect a content symbol to be within the range, one can try to evaluate if the symbol is lower than the minimum or higher than the maximum or a combination and if both conditions are false, they indicate the symbol to be within the range defined by the minimum and the maximum values of the range. It is also possible to detect if a symbol is in range is to see if the symbol is less than or equal to the maximum value and greater than equal to the minimum value. All such ways of detecting if a symbol is within range are covered by the teachings of this patent. For example, if the range is denoted by Min and Max, then the input symbol (Cin) is within the range if Cin is not less than Min and Cin is not greater than Max otherwise Cin is not within range. The circuit in FIG. 3 illustrates the range detection using the principle outlined above. A range symbol comprises a minimum value, Min, and a maximum value, Max, which are defined by the regular expression rule. Min and Max values each are stored as n-bit value in PRISM memory, where ‘n’ is the number of bits of each symbol being evaluated. The figure does not illustrate a mask vector for each of the range value but it may optionally be present. Compared to the simple symbol with an optional mask, comprised of multiple symbol bits and mask bits like those illustrated in FIG. 2, the range symbol may also comprise of multiple symbol bits and optional mask bits, where a range symbol may optionally use two memory locations, one for the Min value and one for the Max Value. A six transistor memory cell, block 311, comprised of transistors, 310, 312, 314, 315, 316, 317, and 318 form another typical static RAM memory cell that is used to store a bit of the Min value. Similarly, block 313 comprised of transistors, 312, 314, 315, 316, 317, and 318 form another typical static RAM cell that is used to store a bit of the Max value. Multiple such bits coupled together in PRISM FSA rule block may be used to represent the Min and Max values of a range expression and form a complex symbol memory representing a range symbol. To evaluate whether an input symbol X is within the range with A being the Min Value and B being the Max value of the range, two operations may be performed, one to evaluate if X is less than A or not and second to evaluate if X is greater than B or not. The results of these evaluations may then be used to evaluate if X is within the range or outside
the range. Assuming an n-bit length of each of these values, X>A can be evaluated by evaluating each corresponding bit pair of X and A from the most significant bit to the least significant bit. For example if n=3, X>A may be evaluated by using the following logical equations: If X=X_1^X_2^X_3^X_4^X_5^X_6^X_7, A=A_1^A_2^A_3^A_4^A_5, E_1=\text{NOT}((X_1^A_1)), E_2=\text{NOT}((X_2^A_2)), E_3=\text{NOT}((X_3^A_3)), E_4=\text{NOT}((X_4^A_4)), E_5=\text{NOT}((X_5^A_5)), E_6=\text{NOT}((X_6^A_6)), E_7=\text{NOT}((X_7^A_7)), then \(L_{x1}=(\text{NOT}X_1) \text{ AND } A_1; L_{x2}=(\text{NOT}X_2) \text{ AND } A_2; \) \(L_{x3}=(\text{NOT}X_3) \text{ AND } A_3; \) \(L_{x4}=(\text{NOT}X_4) \text{ AND } A_4; \) \(L_{x5}=(\text{NOT}X_5) \text{ AND } A_5; \) \(L_{x6}=(\text{NOT}X_6) \text{ AND } A_6; \) \(L_{x7}=(\text{NOT}X_7) \text{ AND } A_7; \) \(L_{x8}=(\text{NOT}X_8) \text{ AND } A_8; \) \(L_{x9}=(\text{NOT}X_9) \text{ AND } A_9; \) \(L_{x10}=(\text{NOT}X_{10}) \text{ AND } A_{10} \) \(L_{x11}=(\text{NOT}X_{11}) \text{ AND } A_{11} \) \(L_{x12}=(\text{NOT}X_{12}) \text{ AND } A_{12}. \)

LessThan Min, signal 304, stays pre-charged, indicating that X is not less than A (Min value of the range). The signals Not LessThan Min and Not GreaterThan Max are shared among all the bits of the range symbol and can be pulled active low by any one of them when at any location it is determined that the value of X is either greater than B, or less than A. However, if the received symbol X is within the range A through B (including A and B), then both signals stay at precharged level. These two signals from each range symbol bit of an FSA rule block are coupled together as illustrated in Fig. 4, illustrated below, to form the indication of the received symbol to be within the defined range.

[0044] The signal MxNEQ_out and MnNEQ_out are also generated per bit pair and are respectively coupled to the MxNEQ_in and MnNEQ_in of the next lower order bit of a range symbol of a PRISM rule block. For the most significant bit of the range detect circuits, the MxNEQ_in and MnNEQ_in are driven to their active low state, so that the evaluation progresses from the most significant bit as if the higher order bits if present were equal. The signal MxNEQ_out is low when the bit pair of X and B are equal and all the higher order bits of X and B are also equal. The signal MnNEQ_out is low when the bit pair of X and A are equal and all the higher order bits of X and A are also equal.

The group of transistors, 345, 346, 347, 348, form an exclusive NOR function, such that if the bit pair at the current location of X and A are both the same and the upper bits were also equal, indicated by MnNEQ_in being low coupled to transistor 344, the signal MnNEQ_out is pulled low. However, if the value of bit-pair of X and A are not equal or the higher order bits are not equal, the signal MxNEQ_out which is a precharged signal, stays at the precharged level which may be active high, indicating that the bit pairs are not equal. Similarly the group of transistors, 339, 340, 341, 342, form an exclusive NOR function, such that if the bit pair at current location of X and B are both the same and their upper bits are also equal, indicated by MxNEQ_in being low coupled to transistor 343, then MxNEQ_out is pulled low. However, if the value of bit-pair of X and B are not equal or the higher order bits are not equal, the signal MnNEQ_out, a precharged signal, stays at the precharged level which may be active high, indicating that the bit pairs are not equal. The transistors, 325, 327, 353, 344, 352, 314, 316, 343, 332, 334 illustrated in Fig. 3 may optionally be of the PMOS type, while the other transistors illustrated in Fig. 3 may optionally be of NMOS type.

[0045] Circuits illustrated in this patent may optionally operate in multiple phases. Though several circuits are illustrated as pre-charged circuits in this patent, one with ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that circuits comprising teachings of this patent can be implemented without using precharge circuits and such circuits are within the scope of the teachings of this patent. When precharge circuits are used, such circuits may use a precharge device, like 353, which is activated during the precharge phase of a clock signal, not illustrated, that keeps various circuits of this patent operating together, where the precharge device is activated by a precharge signal, like 354, and pre-charges the signal coupled to one end of the precharge transistor, like 353, to an active high level and precondition the signal to an active high level. Then during an evaluate phase of the clock signal, the transistors connected to the precharged signal like 351 may be activated and pull the precharged signal to an active low level or may leave the signal at the precharged level. It may also be feasible to devise circuits that precondition a signal to an active low level as well. Design of precharge and discharge circuits, and
clocks is well understood by people with ordinary skill in the art and hence is not further elaborated upon to not obscure the invention.  

[0046] The structure of the block 311 and 313 are similar to the symbol bit and the mask bit illustrated in the FIG. 2. Thus a range detect bit in PRISM may be created in an area similar to and with less than twice the number of devices as a symbol bit with mask bit illustrated in FIG. 2 and occupying no more PRISM memory space.  

[0047] FIG. 4 illustrates range detect for an FSA state in PRISM. The Not_LessThanMin and Not_GreaterThanMax signals from the range detection bits like that illustrated in FIG. 3 that comprise the n-bit complex range symbol are coupled together to form (Not_LessThanMin AND Not_GreaterThanMax) to detect the received symbol to be within the range. The devices 401 and 402, are the precharge devices that precharge the Not_LessThanMin, signal 304, and Not_GreaterThanMax, signal 331, signals when Prechi# signal line 411 is asserted to a low value. The signals 304 and 321 are coupled to the transistors 403, 404, 405, and 406, to form a NAND logic between these signals. The output, signal 410, of this NAND logic is inverted by the transistors 407 and 408 to generate the signal RSx/WRx, signal 409. The signal RSx/WRx when asserted high indicates that the received symbol on the input content on signals of this FSA Rule block is within range programmed in the range symbol memory with values of Min and Max or A and B respectively in the discussion above. The signal RSx/WRx_N, signal 410, is the complement of this signal and may optionally be used by the complement logic described below. This signal RSx/WRx is used by the rest of the FSA rule block circuits in a manner similar to the RSx/CAM Match signal, 204, or signal 121 to process the incoming content and evaluate the FSA of the regular expression with a range symbol. The transistors, 401, 402, 403, 406, 407 illustrated in FIG. 4 may optionally be of the PMOS type, while the other transistors illustrated in FIG. 4 may optionally be of NMOS type.  

[0048] Incidentally, several access control list policies in networking applications for security define a range of IP addresses or ports or the like or a combination thereof to determine how network packets from such addresses or ports or the like may be handled. The range evaluation circuits illustrated above may also be used for detecting ranges of IP addresses or IP address classes or IP ports or the like and be used as a range matching solution for such applications as well.  

[0049] FIG. 5 illustrates complement logic for an FSA state in PRISM. As discussed above, it is advantageous to represent complemented logic for a state symbol to compactly represent certain Regular Expression rules for example a rule like [a-z] which indicates to look for symbols that are not the lower case alphabets a through z. Such a rule may be implemented in as an alternation of all symbols except lower case alphabets. However, such a method may use up to 230 symbols (assuming each symbol is 8 bits wide), and waste valuable resources of PRISM FSA rule blocks. Hence it is not only advantageous to represent such regular expression symbols or operations directly in a PRISM FSA but also important to save precious state resources of a PRISM integrated circuit (IC) chip. FIG. 5 illustrates such complement logic circuit for an FSA rule block of PRISM. PRISM FSAs that provide facility to program complement symbols, may optionally provide a complement control bit, 525, which may control whether a detected symbol should be used in a complement form or a non-complemented form. There is optionally at least one complement control bit per symbol. Thus if there are n-states in an FSA, where each state can represent a complemented symbol, then an n-bit complement control vector may be used and occupy one memory location in the PRISM memory space. However, it is feasible to have each complement control bit separate as well. The transistors, 506, 512, 513, 514, 515 and 518, form a typical static memory bit, which may be programmed with the complement control value. When the complement control bit is set to high, the RSx/WRx signal, 502, is complemented and presented to the output RSx/WRx_C, signal 511, where as when the complement control bit is set to low, the RSx/WRx_N signal, signal 503, is complemented and presented at RSx/WRx_C, signal 511, which effectively couples the logical value of RSx/WRx signal 501. The transistors, 509 and 510, couple the complement control bit value on signal 507 with the RSx/WRx signal signal 502, on to the signal 511, where as the transistors, 519 and 521, couple the complement of complement control bit value on signal 523, with the RSx/WRx_N signal signal 503, on to the signal 511. As illustrated the signal 511, RSx/WRx_C is a precharged signal though it can be implemented with a non precharged version of such circuit as well. The transistors, 512, 514, 508 illustrated in FIG. 5 may optionally be of the PMOS type, while the other transistors illustrated in FIG. 5 may optionally be of NMOS type.  

[0050] FIG. 6 illustrates Partial State Bit in PRISM. The partial state bit comprises of a memory bit for a bit of state dependent vector (SDV). The transistors 606, 612, 613, 614, 615 and 618 form a typical six transistor static memory cell configuration to store the SDV bit. The operation of this memory bit is similar to the memory bits described above. The word line WL2, 601, selects devices 606 and 618, and the BL/CL/ML, and the complementary, BLu/CLu/MLu, are coupled to the memory cell from 605 and 620 respectively. The transistors 608, 609, 610, 611, 616 and 619, form the three input NAND gate between the stored SDV bit, the input state Qx, 621 and the RSx/WRx_C signal 602 coupled to transistor 611 using signal 604. The NAND gate generates the partial state transition control signal STxy, 617, that indicates if there is a transition from state 'x' to state 'y'. Even through the circuit of the NAND gate is fully static, it may be possible to use precharged circuits to realize the same function with fewer gates as may be appreciated by those with ordinary skill in the art. The transistors, 612, 614, 608, 616, 619, illustrated in FIG. 6 may optionally be of the PMOS type, while the other transistors illustrated in FIG. 6 may optionally be of NMOS type.  

[0051] FIG. 7a illustrates state control block in PRISM. The NAND gates, 701(1) through 701(n) are bit specific state transition control logic portions that logically NAND the partial state outputs from the partial state logic bits like those illustrated in FIG. 6. The blocks 702(1) through 702(n) are the initialization blocks that store the initialization vector for the NFA of FSA and the blocks 703(1) through 703(n) hold the states of the NFA or FSA rule block.  

[0052] FIG. 7b illustrates local Inet Detect Circuit in PRISM. This circuit may be optionally used to detect if the states of the FSA reach an error, which in this case is assumed to be all state bits to be inactive or low. The FSA is evaluating a symbol only when at least one of the states is set, otherwise the FSA may reach an error state and stop evaluating the input content. To prevent such a condition, the circuit illustrated in
FIG. 7b is used to generate a local initialization signal whenever all the states of the FSA are inactive. This signal, LInit, can then be used to set the FSA to a predefined start state from the initialization vector. The signal LInit, 718, is pre-charged to an active high value. Whenever, at least one of the state bits, Q1 through Qn is active the transistor coupled to that state, 707(1) through 707(n) respectively, is turned on and the signal LInit is pulled to an active low state, however when each of the state bits is inactive, the LInit signal stays high indicating a local initialization signal which gets processed by state control block bit gates 719 and the multiplexer, 715, that then initializes the state bit, 732, to the start state memory bit coupled through signal 724 and the multiplexer 714 and 715 to the state memory bit, 732.

[0053] The FIG. 7c illustrates state control block bit in PRISM. This block bit stores the initialization vector or start state in a typical six transistor static memory configuration created using the transistors, 708, 710, 712, 711, 713 and 709. The start state bit is selected by the FSA controller by driving the word line wVL, 727, which is coupled to devices 708 and 709. The value on the BL and BLn is coupled through those transistors into the memory cell during write and is read onto the bit lines during a read operation. The output of the memory cell, 724, is used as one of the inputs to a multiplexer, 714 which may optionally be present to enable selection of the initialization vector bit. When the Load signal, 717, is asserted, the value of signal LSn, 716, is coupled to the output of the multiplexer, 722 but when Load signal is not asserted the start state bit, 724, is coupled to 722. The signal LSn, may optionally be provided as a means to load a state context that was saved earlier or any other state value to be loaded into the state bit, 732. The state bit, may alternatively be written using a memory bit and be coupled with the other initialization logic appropriately. The Load signal may be asserted by the FSA controller to indicate updating the state bit value. During normal operation the signal 725 that acts as a select signal for the multiplexer 715 is inactive, selecting the output of the bit location specific gate like 701(n) which indicates the state transition of the FSA during normal content evaluation. However, if the local initialization signal is asserted then path from the start state bit 724, to the state bit, 732 is enabled and the state bit gets initialized. There may also be a need to provide a global cluster wide or PRISM memory wide initialization, which is controlled by asserting global initialization signal GlobalInit, 718, which again enables the path from the start state bit 724 to the state bit 732. The state control block may generate state bit signals Qn, 729 and optionally signal Qh, 730. The state bit, 732, may be updated at synchronized interval with other parts of the memory, using a control signal, 731, which may be a clock or an enable signal or other signal like hold or a combination.

[0054] FIG. 8 illustrates Tagged match detect block bit in PRISM. An FSA in PRISM may optionally be tagged. The discussion below is with respect to tagged NFA or FSA, though it is also applicable for non-tagged NFAs or FSAs where the tagging elements, are not used or not present. The tagged match detect block bit comprises of accept state memory bit, formed by the familiar six transistor static memory bit, where the transistors 806, 810, 812, 811, 813 and 814 form accept state memory bit. The devices 806 and 814 are coupled to the word line AWL, 801, which selects the accept memory bit when it needs to be read or written. These devices are also coupled to the four transistors forming the back to back inverter and the bit lines, 804 and 815. This memory bit is read and written in a manner similar to the description for other memory bits above. The tagged Match Detect block bit may optionally comprise of a tag state memory bit which may be set to detect a sub-expression evaluation. Additional tag state bits and state transition tag bits may be optionally present in PRISM tagged match detect block bit but are not illustrated in this figure. The optional tag memory bit is again stored in a typical six transistor memory cell comprising the transistors, 824, 825, 826, 827, 828 and 829. This memory location may be selected by asserting word line TWL, 819. The operation of the tag memory cell is similar to other memory cells described above. The match detection is formed by coupling accept state bit 807 and the FSA state Qn, 802, through the devices 808 and 809. When accept state bit is set, it indicates that the particular state bit is an accept state, meaning that when the FSA evaluation reaches that state a string recognized by the regular expression rule programmed in the NFA is found and hence a rule match should be signaled. The Rule Match signal, 803, is an active low signal as illustrated. It is precharged to a high value as long as a state which is an accept state is not reached. However, when Qn signal is asserted and the accept state bit 807, corresponding to that state signal Qn is high, the devices 808 and 809 pull the rule match signal low, indicating a match. The rule match signal is shared with the adjoining bits of the FSA, so when any accept state bit is matched the Rule Match signal is asserted to an active low value. The polarity of the rule match signal can be reversed by selecting appropriate bits to couple to the transistors 809 and 808. Similarly, if the tagging is supported, the devices 830 and 832, couple to the tag match signal, 822 and pull it down if the tag is asserted and the FSA state is also asserted. The rule match and tag match signals from individual FSA rule blocks in a PRISM cluster array may be evaluated by a local and/or global priority encoder and the evaluation processors, not illustrated, of PRISM memory and appropriate actions taken.

[0055] FIG. 9 illustrates A Regular Expression and Complex Symbols.

[0056] FIG. 10 illustrates a Programmable Intelligent Search Memory (PRISM) Block Diagram. As may be appreciated by one skilled in the art, many different variations of these blocks and their configuration, organization and the like can be created from the teachings of this disclosure and are all covered without limitation. PRISM controller, block 1003, communicates with a rules distribution engine to receive appropriate compiled rule tables prior to starting the content inspection. It programs the received rules into an appropriate NFA rule memory by working with the address decoder and control logic block 1004, coupled to the PRISM controller, block 1003, and the PRISM memory cluster arrays, block 1010. There may be multiple rules stored in each PRISM memory cluster array NFA search blocks. There may optionally be multiple application specific contexts, not illustrated, supported by the PRISM memory cluster arrays. Once the rules distribution engine provides the compiled rules to the control processor and scheduler and they are setup in their respective NFA rule blocks, PRISM memory is ready to start processing the data stream to perform content inspection. The PRISM memory state configuration information is received via the external interface, block 1002, which may communicate on a system bus or a network or the like with a companion processor. The PRISM memory of this patent may be deployed in various configurations like a look-aside configuration or flow-through configuration or an accelerator adapter
configuration or may be embedded inside a variety of processors or logic or ASICs or FPGA or the like as discussed earlier as well others not illustrated. In a look-aside or an accelerator adapter configuration, the PRISM memory can be under control of a master processor which may be a network processor or a switch processor or a TCP/IP processor or a classification processor or a forwarding processor or a host processor or any combination thereof, depending on the system in which such a card would reside. The PRISM controller, block 1003, receives the configuration information under the control of a master processor that communicates with the rules engine to receive the configuration information and pass it on to the PRISM memory. Once the configuration is done, the master processor provides packets or data files or content to the PRISM memory for which content to be done. The external interface, block 1002, used to communicate with a master processor may be standard buses like PCI, PCI-X, PCI express, RapidIO, HyperTransport or L.A-1 or DDR or RDRAM or SDRAM memory interface or their derivatives or the like or a proprietary bus. The bandwidth on the bus should be sufficient to keep the content search memory operating at its peak line rate. The PRISM memory may preferably be a memory mapped or may optionally be an IO mapped device in the master processor space for it to receive the content and other configuration information in a look-aside or accelerator configuration. The PRISM optionally may be polled by the master processor or may provide a doorbell or interrupt mechanism to the master to indicate when it is done with a given packet or content or when it finds a match to the programmed rules.

The PRISM controller receives incoming data to be examined for regular expression rules or pattern matches, and may optionally store them into data buffer/memory, block 1007, before presenting it to the PRISM memory cluster arrays. The PRISM memory may optionally directly stream the content to be examined to the content stream logic, block 1008, which may stage the content in a content staging buffer, block 1009, for examination by the PRISM memory cluster arrays, block 1010. The PRISM controller maintains the record of the content being processed and once the content is processed it informs the master processor. The PRISM memory cluster arrays inform the global priority encoder and evaluation processor, block 1013, of the results of the search. When a match to a rule is found the priority encoder and evaluation processor may retrieve an action associated with the rule from the global action memory, block 1017, depending on programmable policies and may optionally provide this to the PRISM controller. The PRISM controller may optionally inform the master control processor about the search results. The PRISM controller may execute the specific action or policy defined for the rule match. The actions may optionally comprise: stopping further content evaluation, enabling a certain set of rules to be examined by enabling appropriate cluster array and passing the content through that examination, or informing the master processor of the result and continuing further examination or hold the match result in on-chip or off-chip memory or buffers for the master processor to request this information later, or any combination thereof or the like. If the PRISM memory is configured to examine network traffic in a flow-through configuration it may also be programmed to drop the offending packet or stop the specific TCP connection, or the like. Optionally, the master processor may receive the match information and may take specific actions on the content stream.

The address decode and control logic, block 1004, is coupled to the PRISM controller, 1003, the external interface, 1002, the global priority encoder and evaluation processor, 1013, the database expansion port, 1018, the global context memory, 1012, memory control, 1014, the Global Action Memory, 1017, the memory control 1019, the external memory controller, 1021, as well as other blocks through the coupling interface, 1015. The PRISM memory may support a large number of regular expressions in some embodiments as discussed above, however if there are applications that need more rules, then there may optionally be a database expansion port, 1018, which would enable the expansion of the rules by adding additional PRISM memory(ies) to the database expansion port. The database expansion port may provide seamless extension of the number of rules and may use additional power and space in the host or master processor. There are multiple ways of enabling the database expansion as may be appreciated by those skilled in the art. The address decoder and control logic can also be coupled to an optional, cluster address decoder and FSA controller and can decode addresses for the PRISM memory locations which are used to hold FSA rule block programming information as well as the FSA state information. It may perform the address decoding, memory read, memory write and other PRISM memory management control functions by itself or working in conjunction with the cluster address decoder and FSA controller. The blocks 1004 and optional cluster address decoder and FSA controller, may be programmed to provide configuration information for the clusters. The configuration information may optionally comprise of size of the NFAs e.g. 8-state or 16-state or the like. CAM functionality enabling, tagged NFA related configuration, context addresses if appropriate for local cluster context addressing and/or global context addresses, cluster specific configurations that may support a mixed CAM and Regular Expression functionality at the PRISM memory level, action memory association for specific FSA rules or clusters, or a combination thereof and the like. The PRISM memory cluster arrays and other blocks like a priority encoder and evaluation processor, local and global action memories and the like get configured and programmed with information before the content inspection begins. The PRISM memory supports the ability to support multiple content streams to be processed through the arrays, using context mechanism which associate each content stream with a specific context, which may optionally be assigned a specific context ID.

The sense amplifiers and drivers may optionally be present at the global PRISM memory level, depending on the tradeoffs of die area, performance, cost, power and the like which one skilled in the art can appreciate. The benefit of having local sense amrs and drivers is potentially creating lower interconnect load for individual memory bits, which in turn can help improve the performance. The PRISM controller, block 1003, working with the content stream logic, block 1008, content staging buffer, block 1009, address decode and control logic, block 1204, and the cluster FSA controllers may present the content to be examined to the PRISM NFA rule blocks. The content to be examined may be streamed by the block 1008 from the data buffer or memory, block 1007, or from external memory, or a combination into the content staging buffer, block 1009. The content staging buffer, block 1009, may hold content from the same context or multiple contexts depending on the configuration of the clusters and the like. The content is presented to the cluster PRISM array
that comprises the PRISM NFA blocks for examination in a sequence timed using a control signal like a clock or enable or a combination. The NFA blocks perform their inspection and indicate whether there is any rule match or optionally if there is any CAM pattern match or optionally any tag match and the like. The match signals are looked at by a global priority encoder and evaluation processor, block 1013, which may determine if there is a match and if there are multiple matches which match should be used, or whether all matches should be used or the like depending on the configuration. The global priority encoder and evaluation processor may optionally generate address(es) for the winning match(es) to the global action memory 1017 or external memory or a combination that may store appropriate action information that needs to be retrieved and processed to determine action(s) that need to be taken as a result of specific rule match(es). There may be optional cluster level action memory, not illustrated, for fast retrieval of action information. This cluster level action memory may act as a cache of the global and/or external memory based action storage.

[0060] The PRISM memory of this invention may be manufactured into hardware products in the chosen embodiment of various possible embodiments using a manufacturing process, without limitation, broadly outlined below. The PRISM memory in its chosen embodiment may be designed and verified at various levels of chip design abstractions like RTL, circuit/schematic/gate level, layout level etc. for functionality, timing and other design and manufacturability constraints for specific target manufacturing process technology. The PRISM memory design with other supporting circuitry of the chosen embodiment at the appropriate physical/layout level may be used to create mask sets to be used for manufacturing the chip in the target process technology. The design would be verified at various design abstraction levels before manufacturing and may be verified in a manufactured form before being shipped. The mask sets are then used to build the PRISM memory based chip through the steps used for the selected process technology. The PRISM memory based chip then may go through testing/packaging process as appropriate to assure the quality of the manufactured product.

[0061] Thus the inventions of this patent cover various aspects like:

[0062] A memory architecture comprising programmable intelligent search memory (PRISM) for content search wherein the PRISM memory provides search capability for regular expression based search with complex symbol evaluation. The PRISM memory may further be implemented as an integrated circuit chip or be embedded in other chips or systems or the like or a combination thereof.

[0063] The PRISM memory further comprises an array of search memory circuits that provide the regular expression search functions for searching content from documents, messages or packets or other data received from the network or the local host or a master processor or a network processor or TCP Offload Engine or Processor or Storage Network processor or a security processor or other processor or a combination thereof.

[0064] The PRISM memory further comprises of a plurality of clusters of the search memory circuits that provide regular expression search functions for a plurality of regular expressions. The search memory circuits comprise of memory elements to store symbols of finite state automata representing the regular expressions. The search memory circuits further comprise memory elements to store mask vectors (MV) that may be applied to the stored symbols. The mask vectors are coupled to the symbol memory elements and the content being searched through symbol evaluation circuits that detect whether the received content comprises of the symbols being searched. The search memory circuits further comprise of memory elements to store elements of state dependent vectors (SDV) which are used to decide the state traversal by the search memory for the finite state automata. The search memory circuits further comprise of match detect circuits that operate by coupling with the memory elements for symbols, MVs, SDVs, and the symbol evaluation circuits for multiple states of the FSAs to decide on the traversal of the states in the FSA based on the content being searched and the programmed symbols, SDVs, and MVs. The search memory circuits may optionally comprise of range symbols, complemented symbols, range detection circuits, compliment detection circuits, case-insensitive character searches or the like or any combination thereof. The search memory circuits may further comprise tag and match detect circuits that operate to provide tagged FSA and regular expression search, wherein the tagged FSA is used to detect sub-string or partial regular expression match beside a full regular expression match.

[0065] The memory elements of the PRISM memory comprise of static memory cells. The memory elements are each independently addressable in a random order. The PRISM memory further comprises of circuits to couple the content search memory with other logic to provide coupling with processors that can interface to the PRISM memory integrated circuits. The PRISM memory further comprises of a controller for interfacing with the processors to receive the content to be searched. The PRISM memory may further comprise of address decode logic circuits which decode the received address to select the specific static memory cells location to be read or written. The memory elements of the search memory may each be uniquely addressed to read or write appropriate values in the memory elements. The address decoding logic and the controller generate control signals necessary to address the appropriate memory locations of the static memory cells based search memory. The control signals are coupled to the PRISM arrays as a series of word lines and bit lines that can randomly be used to access desired memory locations.

[0066] The memory elements of PRISM support detection of character pattern strings. The PRISM memory comprises of symbol detection circuits and may optionally comprise of mask vectors per symbol bits, that may be used to evaluate received character string using simple XOR based compare or other logic function and create a match indication. The PRISM match signal processing circuits may logically combine multiple match signals from each symbol detection block to generate a composite match signal which would be activated only if all the symbols have a match. The composite match signal creates a match functionality like a traditional CAM chip and thus enable PRISM chip to be partially or fully configured to behave like a CAM provide a pattern matching functionality beside regular expression search.

[0067] While the foregoing has been with reference to particular embodiments of the invention, it will be appreciated by those with ordinary skill in the art that changes in these embodiments may be made without departing from the principles and spirit of the invention.

1. A memory architecture comprising programmable intelligent search memory for content search wherein said pro-
grammable intelligent search memory performs regular expression based search wherein said regular expression comprises complex symbols.

2. An integrated circuit chip comprising programmable intelligent search memory for content search wherein said programmable intelligent search memory performs regular expression based search wherein said regular expression comprises complex symbols.

3. A hardware processor comprising an integrated circuit chip memory said integrated circuit chip memory comprising programmable intelligent search memory for content search,

wherein said programmable intelligent search memory performs regular expression based search wherein said regular expression comprises complex symbols.

4. An integrated circuit chip of claim 2 comprising a processor comprising memory, said memory comprising said programmable intelligent search memory for content search, wherein said programmable intelligent search memory performs regular expression based search wherein said regular expression comprises complex symbols.

* * * * *